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SABER populates the CUBE depth with either the node’s chosen hypothesis or the depth of a feature or
designated sounding set by the hydrographer, which overrides the chosen hypothesis. The range of CUBE
depths of the H13295 50-centimeter and 1-meter PFM grids were from 4.098 meters (13.445 feet; 0.210
meters Total Vertical Uncertainty [TVU]) to 20.851 meters (68.409 feet; 0.210 meters TVU) and 16.623
meters (54.537 feet; 0.210 meters TVU) to 44.153 meters (144.859 feet; 0.239 meters TVU) respectively.

The final gridded bathymetry data are delivered as a Bathymetric Attributed Grid (BAG). The BAG files
were exported from the CUBE PFM grid as detailed in the DAPR.

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Additional information discussing the vertical and horizontal control for this survey can be found in the
DAPR.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Datum Transformation

The following ellipsoid-to-chart vertical datum transformation was used:

Method Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File
ERS via VDATUM  OPR-E350-KR-19_NAD83_VDatum_MLLW.cov

Table 11: ERS method and SEP file

Refer to the DAPR for details regarding the application of VDatum to the MBES data files. No final tide note
was provided from NOAA Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS). While a
final tide note was not required, a final tide note has been provided by Leidos in Appendix I.

C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). 
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The projection used for this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 18.

PPP

The vessel kinematic data (POS/MV files) were post-processed in Applanix POSPac software using the
Applanix PP-RTX solution to generate the Smoothed Best Estimate of Trajectory (SBET) solutions which
were applied through SABER to the multibeam data. Refer to the DAPR for additional information and
for details regarding all antenna and transducer offsets. Any soundings with total horizontal uncertainties
exceeding the maximum allowable IHO S-44 5th Edition Order 1a specifications were flagged as invalid and
therefore were not used in the CUBE depth calculations.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

The chart comparisons were conducted using a combination of SABER and CARIS’ HIPS and SIPS.

United States Coast Guard (USCG) District 5 Local Notice to Mariners (LNM) publications were reviewed
for changes subsequent to the date of the Project Instructions and before the end of survey (as specified in
Section 8.1.4 of the HSSD). The LNM reviewed were from week 42/19 (15 October 2019) until week 28/20
(14 July 2020).

H13295 data met data accuracy standards and bottom coverage requirements. Leidos recommends updating
the common areas of all charts using data from this survey. Charting recommendations for new features,
and updates to charted features, are documented in the H13295 S-57 FFF. Additional charted objects are
discussed in later sections.

D.1.1 Electronic Navigational Charts

The following are the largest scale ENCs, which cover the survey area:

ENC Scale Edition
Update

Application
Date

Issue Date Preliminary?

US5VA13M 1:40000 41 10/24/2019 06/23/2020 NO
US5VA14M 1:40000 33 06/12/2019 06/23/2020 NO

Table 12: Largest Scale ENCs
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